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1 INTRODUCTION
Video cameras are ubiquitous, and their outputs are increasingly

analyzed by sophisticated, online DNN inference-based applica-

tions. The ever-growing capabilities of video and image analysis

techniques create new possibilities for what may be gleaned from

any given video stream. Consequently, most raw video streams will

be processed by multiple analysis pipelines. For example, a parking

lot camera might be used by three different applications: reporting

open parking spots, tracking each car’s parking duration for billing,

and recording any fender benders.

In this paper, we focus on shared processing on edge devices; pro-

cessing video near the camera addresses issues such as bandwidth,

intermittent connectivity (e.g., in drones), and real-time require-

ments, but leads to resource limitations. Thus, optimal video appli-

cation performance requires tuning to the resources available [13, 2,

14, 4, 7]. However, application developers may be unable to predict

easily what resources will be available when the application is de-

ployed, particularly in “multi-tenant” environments where the set

of concurrently deployed applications may vary. Instead, individual

application developers typically develop their models in isolation,

assuming either infinite resources or a predetermined set of static

resources. When a number of such individually-tailored models are

run concurrently, resource competition forces the video stream to

be analyzed at a lower frame rate— leading to unsatisfactory results

for the running applications, as frames are dropped and events in

those frames are missed.

The Mainstream video processing system enables efficient ex-

ecution of multiple independently-developed and incrementally-

deployed video analysis applications on a given video stream. Main-

stream shares execution of concurrent DNNs, yet does not rely

on applications’ DNNs to be trained collectively. Therefore, Main-

stream provides collaborative execution, even when development

and training data are not centralized in one organization.

Dynamic Model Selection and Stem Sharing. Mainstream

moves the final DNN model selection step from application devel-

opment time to deployment time, when the hardware resources and

concurrent application mix are known. By doing so, Mainstream

can select the best DNN for the resources available. Moreover, it

can coordinate the selections to share DNN “stems”, where doing so

leads to greater aggregate application quality by reducing aggregate

computational load.
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For a given input, the shared stem need only

be executed once [4]. While a less specialized DNN may provide

worse accuracy than a fully-specialized DNN, it allows for stem-

sharing with concurrent applications, leading to lower resource

contention. Thus, constraining concurrent analytics applications to
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Common DNN stems arise when application developers use transfer learning and fine

tuning [9, 12, 8, 10] to speed model development and address training data limitations,

wherein only a subset of a previously-trained DNN’s layers are re-trained (fine-tuned)

to the new application’s task—the common non-retrained layers of two applications

would be a shared stem.

share parts of their machine learning models can actually improve

the overall accuracy of a mix of applications.

To enable the selection of DNNmodels at deployment time, Main-

stream requires an additional step in the application development

process. Currently, developers experiment with different model

types, hyperparameters, and degrees of re-training/fine-tuning to

find the best choice for an assumed resource allocation, discarding

the trained DNNmodels not chosen. With Mainstream, a number of

candidateDNNmodels are kept and provided to the runtime system.

In particular, for a given base model (e.g., InceptionV3 trained on

ImageNet), candidate DNNs with different numbers of re-trained

layers are provided. This allowsMainstream to select at deployment

time— for a set of concurrent applications— the amount of stem

sharing that maximizes application quality within the resource

availability. At the same time, it avoids requiring that developers

yield control over their training data and processes, as would be

necessary for joint training of a multi-task DNN.

Experiments with a Mainstream deployment show that through

its dynamic selection of shared stems, Mainstream delivers as much

as a 93% higher F1-score, relative to the common approach of using

fully-independent per-application DNNs (No-sharing) and up to

61% higher F1-score than a static approach of retraining only the

last DNN layer and sharing all others (Max-sharing).

2 DESIGN OF MAINSTREAM
Mainstream consists of three components: M-Trainer, M-Planner,

and M-Runner. To provide dynamism, M-Trainer trains a variety of

models, each with different amounts of sharing. These are stored,

so at runtime, as resource availability fluctuates, Mainstream can

adapt the amount of sharing between applications.

2.1 Decentralized Training
Fine-tuning Networks. Developing a new DNN model by fine-

tuning an existing “pre-trained” DNN model is a practical alterna-

tive to training from scratch. During fine-tuning, a subset of the

pre-trained model weights (layers near the DNN input) are held

frozen and not permitted to change. The remaining free parameters

are then retrained for the given task with a new dataset. Fine-tuning

by using one of a few popular neural networks is standard practice

to reduce training time. However, this technique also provides an

opportunity for sharing computation: given two models fine-tuned

from the same base model, whatever layers were held frozen during

training will have the same weights, will produce identical results

for a given frame, and can be shared at inference time. Thus, models

need not be jointly trained, they may be fine-tuned independently

using the same base DNN model.

AdaptiveControl of the SharingOpportunity. Figure 1 shows
the relationship between specialization and Top-1 accuracy for

three different DNN architectures and three classification tasks.
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Figure 1: Per-frame classification accuracy vs. (Potential) sharing
for three different DNN networks (ResNet50 [5], InceptionV3 [11],
and MobileNets [6]), each fine-tuned with three different data sets
extracted from the ImageNet [3] database. The base DNNmodel was
also trained using ImageNet. Note that approximately 80% of the
model may remain unspecialized without significantly affecting ac-
curacy; in other words, 80% of the computation may be shared.

As more of the network is specialized, Top-1 accuracy increases,

but less sharing is enabled. M-Trainer cannot anticipate how much

sharing M-Scheduler will recommend. Therefore, M-Trainer trains

several model candidates, each with a different number of layers

held frozen. These models are stored so that at deployment time,

M-Scheduler can determine the optimal degree of sharing to use.

Training SDK.M-Trainer is responsible for generating the mod-

els and metadata needed to deploy an application to M-Scheduler.

To retain the privacy of users’ data, M-Trainer is designed as an

SDK that may be run under the developer’s control. For a given

task, M-Trainer generates a Model Set of trained model candidates

in the context of some base model (e.g., InceptionV3 pre-trained

with ImageNet). For each base model, M-Trainer has a set of branch-
points (essentially layer numbers) to which the application DNN

model will be fine-tuned to generate a model candidate. For a model

candidate trained via a branchpoint at layer l , the layers from 0

to l will represent the (unspecialized) stem which may be shared

with other tasks. Additionally, for each candidate in the Model Set,

M-Trainer estimates the accuracy of that model using an input vali-

dation set. The Model Set and corresponding accuracies constitute

the M-Package.
Training Costs. For each application, M-Trainer trains multiple

models. While training a model from scratch can be expensive, fine-

tuning is less costly. In our study, M-Trainer creates Model Sets

with 15 model candidates in 8 hours on a single GPU.

2.2 Dynamic Scheduling
During scheduling, M-Scheduler must choose a model candidate

from each application’s M-Package to implement that task. Each

candidate corresponds to a particular accuracy and degree of shar-

ing, and more sharing enables a higher frame rate of analysis, which

in turn leads to better end-to-end application quality. M-Scheduler

chooses the various model candidates to produce an overall sched-

ule that optimizes some objective function (e.g., maximize average

F1-score across applications).
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Figure 2: Mainstream improves application quality (average F1-
score) relative to both (a) no sharing between applications (No-
sharing) and (b) sharing all layers but the last one (Max-sharing).

The optimal schedule is dictated by the set of applications to be

scheduled and the resources available.M-Schedulermodels resource

usage with a latency-based cost. Specializing more layers in an

application incurs a cost but improves utility. Using observations

from earlier rounds of deployment, M-Scheduler determines the

“cost budget” (ameasure of the available resources) and uses a greedy

approach to find the optimal schedule that fits within this budget.

While the space of possible schedules is combinatorically large, M-

Scheduler efficiently navigates it with a cost-benefit-based heuristic.

M-Scheduler starts with the least costly schedule: Max-sharing

(applications share all but the last layer). It continually refines

this schedule by making one application share fewer resources (use

more fine-tuned layers) until there are no more objective-improving

moves, or no more moves that are feasible under the cost budget.

3 EVALUATION
We evaluate our system on a a near-edge compute node shared by

up to 10 independent DNN-based video processing applications,

and we find that Mainstream improves result quality relative to

both the predominant No-sharing and hypothetical Max-sharing

approaches. See Fig. 2.

Benefit to F1-Score. The tested applications use image classi-

fiers to detect events on a 14FPS video stream.M-Plannermaximizes

application quality (end-to-end F1-score measured as harmonic

mean of event precision and event recall) by varying the amount of

sharing. As applications are added, resource contention increases—

forcing Mainstream to pick a different balance between accuracy

and frame rate. Mainstream delivers as much as a 93% higher F1-

Score than No-sharing and asmuch as 61% higher thanMax-sharing.

No-sharing exhibits low recall due to its low throughput (approx.

1.4FPS for 10 apps)—the system has fewer opportunities to detect

the event. Max-sharing has higher throughput (over 12FPS for 10

apps) but a worse recall due to low model accuracy (70% lower than

fully-tuned). Mainstream strikes a balance between accuracy and

frame rate depending on load (choosing 8.7FPS with an accuracy

18% lower than fully-tuned for 10 apps). Overall, Mainstream is

able to efficiently use limited edge compute resources by sharing

computation among multiple concurrent DNN tasks, yet allows

these tasks to be independently developed, trained, and deployed.
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